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ABSTRACT
Low birth weight (BW) has been associated with poor bone health in adulthood. The aim of this study was to investigate the
association between BW and bone mass and metabolism in adult BW‐discordant monozygotic (MZ) twins. A total of 153 BW–
extremely discordant MZ twin pairs were recruited from the Danish Twin Registry. Serum vitamin D (25‐hydroxyvitamin D [25OHD])
and bone turnover markers (BTMs) amino‐terminal propeptide of type I procollagen (P1NP), pyridinoline cross‐linked
carboxyterminal telopeptide of type I collagen (1CTP), and cross‐linked C‐telopeptide (CTX) were quantiﬁed. Femoral neck (FN),
total hip (TH), lumbar spine (LS), and whole‐body (WB) bone mineral density (BMD) (ie, FN‐BMD, TH‐BMD, LS‐BMD, and WB‐BMD,
respectively) were measured using dual‐energy X‐ray absorptiometry (DXA). Twins were studied as single individuals using
regression analyses with or without adjustment for height, weight, age, sex, and intrapair correlation. Within‐pair differences were
assessed using Student’s t test and ﬁxed‐regression models. BW was not associated with BTMs, LS‐BMD, TH‐BMD, FN‐BMD, or WB‐
BMD, but BW was associated with WB‐BMC, and WB‐Area after adjustments. Compared to the co‐twin, twins with the highest BW
were heavier and taller in adulthood (mean differences  SD): 3.0  10.5 kg; 1.6  2.6 cm; both p < 0.001). Within‐pair analyses
showed that LS‐BMD, TH‐BMD, and FN‐BMD tended to be higher in twins with highest BW (for all: mean difference 0.01  0.1 g/cm2;
p ¼ 0.08, 0.05, and 0.10, respectively). No difference was observed after adjustment for adult body size. Intrapair differences in BW
were not associated with differences in any of the biochemical parameters or BMD. Small differences between twins in BMD were
explained by dissimilarities in body size. These results suggest that BW and adult bone metabolism are unrelated. © 2013 American
Society for Bone and Mineral Research.
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Introduction

T

he etiology of osteoporosis is complex, and numerous
modiﬁable and permanent factors change the risk of
osteoporosis, including age, body weight, and genetics.(1)
Furthermore, epidemiological studies suggest that factors in
early life inﬂuence bone health in adulthood. Birth weight (BW), a
proxy for intrauterine environment and fetal growth, has been
associated with whole‐body (WB) bone mineral density (BMD) at

6 months and 9 years of age.(2,3) Similar associations have been
reported with WB, femoral neck (FN), and lumbar spine (LS) area,
as well as LS bone mineral content (BMC),(4,5) femoral,(6) cortical,
and trabecular bone sizes,(7) and bone strength assessed using
peripheral quantitative computed tomography in adults.(8) It has
been suggested that these associations may originate from a
detrimental intrauterine environment that through fetal programming lead to an impairment of adult bone metabolism.(9)
Nevertheless, shared risk factors, eg, socioeconomics and
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lifestyle, or genetics, may inﬂuence intrauterine growth as well as
the risk of osteoporosis.
Little is known about the pathophysiological processes that
may couple intrauterine growth and adult bone metabolism. It has
been suggested that nutrition and vitamin D affect the interaction.
Thus, low levels of maternal 25‐hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) during
pregnancy were associated with lower WB‐BMC and LS‐BMC
when their child was 9 years of age.(10) Furthermore, intrauterine
growth restriction due to undernutrition causes shorter bones
with lower BMC in rats.(11) Steer and Tobias(3) reported that the
association between BW and BMD in 9‐year‐old children was
attenuated after adjustment for parental height and that this
association either disappeared or changed direction when
adjusted for body size. BMD was lower in adults born prematurely;
however, BMD was appropriate for stature,(12) indicating that adult
body size needs to be taken into consideration when these
associations are investigated. In addition, Jensen and colleagues(4)
reported that correction for adult body size and not infant body
size eliminated the association between BW and bone mass in
adulthood, indicating that postnatal growth rather than intrauterine programming mediates the association.
Twin studies are of particular importance when the outcome in
adulthood of early life factors are investigated, as a result of the
possibility to control for several potential confounders, including
maternal lifestyle, gestational age, and genetics. Among 1411
unselected female twin‐pairs, self‐reported BW was a positive
predictor of both BMC and BMD; however, adjustment for adult
height decreased the associations between intrapair differences
in BW and BMC, indicating that the association was explained
predominantly by skeletal dimension.(13)
Thus, BW appears to be highly important for adult bone status;
however, the relative importance of BW and shared risk factors
remain uncertain. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
investigate the association between BW and bone mass as well
as turnover in adulthood. In order to control for the effects of
genetics as well as maternal and social confounding, adult
monozygotic (MZ), BW‐discordant twins (twins with large
difference in birth weight) were recruited from the Danish
Twin Registry. If BW has an independent impact on bone in later
life once important confounders are controlled for, signiﬁcant
differences in bone mass and turnover markers would be
anticipated within MZ BW‐discordant twin pairs.

Subjects and Methods
Study population
The participants in the present study were recruited from the
Danish Twin Registry, which comprises information on more than
77,855 unselected Danish twins.(14) First, MZ twin‐pairs were
identiﬁed. Second, the 379 most–BW‐discordant MZ twin‐pairs
were selected as potential participants of the present study,
which aimed to include at least 150 MZ twin‐pairs. Third, a total of
336 twin‐pairs were successively invited by mail to participate in
the clinical study that was conducted at three different medical
centers in 2010 and which included a structured interview on
comorbidity, including fracture history after the age of 50 years
and concomitant medication.
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In all, 178 twin‐pairs declined participation or were ineligible,
mainly because one or both of the twins were unwilling to
participate (n ¼ 74 and 25 pairs, respectively), or one or both of
the twins were too ill to participate (n ¼ 16 and 4 pairs,
respectively). Fifty‐nine pairs refused participation or the twin‐
pair was ineligible due to other causes, including low mobility,
travel distance to the medical center, and present or recent
pregnancy (<6 months). Thus, a total of 158 twin‐pairs were
included in the study.
The study was approved by the Local Ethics Committee
(S‐20090033) and conducted in accordance with the Helsinki II
declaration, and all participants consented in writing to
participate in the study.

BW
Information on BW was retrieved from midwife records and the
Danish Birth Record Registry in those born before and after 1973,
respectively. Twin‐pairs that disagreed on BW were excluded
from further analyses.

Twin status
Zygosity status was assigned on the basis of physical resemblance, which is known to provide >95% accuracy of classiﬁcation.(15) Zygosity was conﬁrmed in the study population by use of
12 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers, and identity in all
of these indicated >99.8% likelihood of monozygosity.

Biochemical tests
Blood samples were drawn between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. after
an overnight fast of at least 8 hours and were immediately
separated into plasma and serum, aliquotted, and stored at
–80°C until analyses.
The following bone turnover markers (BTMs) were assessed:
serum total amino‐terminal propeptide of type I procollagen
(P1NP) and cross‐linked C‐telopeptide (CTX) were determined
using an electrochemiluminescent method (Roche Diagnostic,
Mannheim, Germany), and serum type‐1 collagen C‐terminal
telopeptide (ICTP) was measured by a competitive enzyme
immunoassay (Orion Diagnostica, Espoo, Finland).
Plasma 25‐hydroxyvitamin D3 (25OHD) was determined by
high‐performance liquid chromatography followed by tandem
mass spectrometry (LC‐MS/MS). Deuterated 25‐hydroxy‐vitamin
D3 (d6‐25‐OH‐D3) was used as internal standard and the analysis
was calibrated by using serum‐based calibrators (Chromsystems,
Munich, Germany). Serum was puriﬁed before LC‐MS/MS by
protein precipitation and solid‐phase extraction of the supernatant. The interassay precision was 8% at 80 nmol/L and 15% at 20
nmol/L. The laboratory participated with satisfactory results in
the external quality control scheme from DEQAS Vitamin D
External Quality Assessment Scheme, London, UK

Body composition, BMC, and BMD
Body weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg (SECA,
Hamburg, Germany), with the participants dressed in light
clothing without shoes, and height was measured by use of a
stadiometer to the nearest 0.1 cm (Harpenden; Holtain Ltd.,
Journal of Bone and Mineral Research

Crymmych, Wales). Body mass index (BMI, kg/m2) was calculated
as weight divided by height(2).
Dual‐energy X‐ray absorptiometry (DXA) (Discovery A; Hologic
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA, and Lunar Prodigy; GE Medical Systems,
Madison, WI, USA) was used to measure LS (L1–L4) BMC, bone
area, and BMD (LS‐BMC, LS‐AREA, LS‐BMD) as well as similar
measures in TH (TH‐BMC, TH‐AREA, and TH‐BMD), FN (FN‐BMC,
FN‐AREA, and FN‐BMD), and WB (WB‐BMC, WB‐AREA, and WB‐
BMD). The coefﬁcients of variation were 1.5% for LS and TH
measurements and 0.7% for WB.

Statistical analyses
Data are reported as mean  SD or median and interquartile
range [IQR] according to distribution.
Data was analyzed in two different ways. In the ﬁrst set of
analyses, study participants were considered as individuals in
order to investigate if BW and 25OHD, BTMs, or bone parameters
were associated. In the second set of analyses, the study
population was evaluated as twin‐pairs with the intention to ﬁnd
out if there were any intrapair differences in these variables.
Subgroup analyses were performed in twin‐pairs with a BW
difference of at least 0.5 kg.
All calculations were performed using STATA version 11
(STATA Corp, College Station, TX). The level of signiﬁcance was
set at p < 0.05. Data were not corrected for multiple
comparisons.
Analyses of twins considered as single individuals
The associations between BW and bone parameters and
biochemical markers were assessed in the ﬁrst set of analyses
using regression analyses. The univariate model (A) included BW,
whereas the multivariate model (B) also comprised height,
weight, age, and sex. Adult body height was included in the
regression models in order to adjust for body size, which was
considered a potential confounder. Also, body weight was
included, because it may be an intermediary factor in the
pathway between BW and adult bone metabolism. STATA’s
cluster option was used to take account for possible within‐pair
correlations that might underestimate the standard errors in
both analyses.
Analyses of within‐pair differences
Paired t test and the chi‐square test were used to compare within
MZ twin‐pair differences (always twin with highest BW compared
to twin with lowest BW) of continuous and categorical variables
in the second set of analyses. Subgroup analyses were carried out
in twin‐pairs with a difference in BW of >0.5 kg. Furthermore,
both univariate and multivariate ﬁxed‐effect regression models
including BW, height, weight, age, and sex were used to assess
the association between BW and 25OHD, BTM, or bone
parameters within twin‐pairs.
These analyses were repeated in twin pairs with a small
difference in BW (<0.5 kg) as well as in those twin pairs that both
provided information on BW and agreed on BW. Also, analyses
were repeated with adjustment for scanner site.
Journal of Bone and Mineral Research

Results
Basic description of the study population
A total of 158 twin‐pairs were included in the study, but 9 twin‐
pairs were excluded prior to any analysis due to one of the
following reasons: because the twins either disagreed on BW
(one pair), were not MZ (one pair), were pregnant (one pair), were
treated with speciﬁc osteoporosis medication (three pairs; four
individuals within the three pairs), or DXA scans were not
performed (three pairs). Thus, the study population comprised
149 twin‐pairs.
Basic anthropometrics at birth and at inclusion in the study are
presented in Table 1. The study population consisted of 79 male
and 70 female twin‐pairs with a median age of 57 (interquartile
ranges, 33–63) years. BW differed by at least 0.5 kg in 45 twin‐
pairs. Seven participants had a BW of <1.5 kg. Furthermore, 67
individuals (22.5%) reported use of tobacco products on a daily
basis, and 31 of these were the heavier twin at birth (p > 0.1). Ten
participants (3.4%) consumed more than 21 units of alcohol per
week, and BW was highest in 7 of these individuals (p > 0.1).
Twenty‐eight participants (9.4%) reported present use of vitamin
D supplements, and 15 of these twins were the heavier twin at
birth (p > 0.1). None of the twin pairs were discordant for
menopause.

Participants investigated as single individuals
Results of these analyses are presented in Table 2. BW was
associated with P1NP (b ¼ 4.90, p ¼ 0.04) before but not after
adjustments. Neither BTMs nor 25OHD was signiﬁcantly
associated with BW before or after adjustment for potential
confounding factors (Table 2).
BW was not associated with FN‐BMD. Associations between
BW and FN‐BMC (b ¼ 0.47, p < 0.001) as well as FN‐AREA
(b ¼ 0.39, p < 0.001) were present in univariate but not
multivariate analyses (Table 2). BW was not associated with
TH‐BMD, whereas BW was associated with TH‐BMC (b ¼ 5.36,
p < 0.001) and TH‐AREA (b ¼ 4.48, p < 0.001) in univariate but
not multivariate analyses. LS‐BMD, LS‐BMC and LS‐Area were not
associated with BW (Table 2). WB‐BMD, WB‐BMC, and WB‐AREA
were all associated with BW (b ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.001, b ¼ 349.1,
p < 0.001, and b ¼ 200.2, p < 0.001, respectively) in univariate
analyses, and WB‐BMC and WB‐AREA but not WM‐BMD were
associated with BW in multiple regression analyses (b ¼ 99.8,
p ¼ 0.02 and b ¼ 53.2, p < 0.001) (Table 2).

Participants investigated as twin‐pairs
Within twin‐pair comparisons are presented in Table 3. Body
weight and height were greater in twins with highest BW (mean
difference  SD: 3.0  10.5 kg and 1.64  2.6 cm, both p < 0.001).
Body weight and height but not BMI were all higher in twins with
largest BW in subgroup analyses comprising twin‐pairs with
either double‐veriﬁcation of BW or large difference in BW
(Table 3).
Levels of 25OHD and BTMs did not differ between BW‐
discordant twins, and similar results were retrieved from
subgroup analyses (Table 3). FN‐BMD was not signiﬁcantly
different between groups, but FN‐BMC and FN‐AREA were higher
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Table 1. Anthropometrics of the Study Population
Men
(n ¼ 158)
Age (years)
Birth length (cm)
BW (kg)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)
Vitamin D
25OHD (mmol/L)
BTMs
P1NP (mg/L)
CTX (mg/L)
1CTP (mg/L)
Bone parameters
FN‐BMD (g/cm2)
TH‐BMD (g/cm2)
LS‐BMD (L1–L4) (g/cm2)
WB‐BMD (g/cm2)

Twins with highest BW
(n ¼ 149)

Twins with lowest BW
(n ¼ 149)

(16)
(3)
(0.5)
(6.1)
(10.7)
(4.2)

–
48.7 (2.6)
2.9 (0.5)
173.4 (9.5)
77.6 (17.0)
25.7 (4.6)

–
48.1 (3.0)
2.3 (0.5)
171.7 (9.5)
74.6 (14.7)
25.3 (4.0)

61.3 (31.3)

73.3 (31.0)

67.3 (29.3)

66.6 (34.0)

52.0 (19.2)
3.5 (1.6)
0.47 (0.21)

48.3 (21.1)
3.3 (1.1)
0.41 (0.19)

50.1 (20.6)
0.43 (0.20)
3.34 (1.25)

50.5 (19.8)
0.45 (0.20)
3.46 (1.56)

0.90
1.03
1.09
1.19

0.84
0.93
0.98
1.07

0.88
0.99
1.04
1.14

0.87
0.98
1.03
1.13

47.9
49
2.7
179.0
85.7
26.7

(15)
(3)
(0.6)
(7.0)
(13.7)
(3.9)

(0.18)
(0.13)
(0.15)
(0.11)

Women
(n ¼ 140)
48.6
48
2.4
165.4
65.5
24.1

(0.16)
(0.13)
(0.15)
(0.11)

(0.18)
(0.15)
(0.16)
(0.13)

(0.17)
(0.14)
(0.16)
(0.13)

Data are presented as mean (SD). The twins with the highest BW and those with the lowest BW were compared by use of Student’s t test. Neither of the
variables differed between groups.
BW ¼ birth weight; BMI ¼ body mass index; 25OHD ¼ 25‐hydroxyvitamin D; BTM ¼ bone turnover marker; P1NP ¼ amino‐terminal propeptide of type I
procollagen; CTX ¼ cross‐linked C‐telopeptide; 1CTP ¼ pyridinoline cross‐linked carboxyterminal telopeptide of type I collagen; FN ¼ femoral neck;
BMD ¼ bone mineral density; TH ¼ total hip; LS ¼ lumbar spine; WB ¼ whole body.

in twins with the largest BW (mean difference  SD: 0.14  0.5 g
and 0.09  0.3 cm2, both p < 0.01). TH‐BMD tended to be higher
in twins with largest BW (0.01  0.1 g/cm2, p ¼ 0.05) in the
complete study population but not in subgroup analyses
(Table 3). TH‐BMC and TH‐AREA were higher in twins with
largest BW in the complete study population (1.04  3.3 g and
0.57  2.3 cm2, respectively, both p < 0.01) (Table 3). TH‐AREA
was higher in those with largest BW when analyses were
restricted to twin‐pairs with a difference in BW of at least 0.5 kg
(0.89  2.6 g, p ¼ 0.03). LS‐BMD tended to be larger in twins with
the largest BW (0.01  0.1 g/cm2, p ¼ 0.08), but the difference
was not present in the subgroup comprising twins with large
difference in BW (Table 3). Neither LS‐BMC nor LS‐AREA differed
between groups. WB‐BMD was similar but WB‐BMC and WB‐
AREA were higher in twins with highest BW (76.8  181 g and
56.9  97 cm2, both p < 0.001). These differences were also
present in those with a large difference in BW (Table 3).
Stratifying analyses according to sex provided similar results
(data not shown).
Within‐pair differences in BW and BTMs or 25OHD were not
associated in univariate or multivariate analyses (Table 4).
Intrapair differences in BW tended to be associated with FN‐
BMD (b ¼ 0.024, p ¼ 0.07), but no association was present in
multivariate analyses. Intrapair differences in BW were associated
with FN‐BMC in univariate but not multivariate analyses
(b ¼ 0.24, p ¼ 0.001), whereas differences in BW and FN‐AREA
were associated before adjustments (b ¼ 0.15, p ¼ 0.002), but not
after. Intrapair differences in BW tended to be associated with
differences in TH‐BMD before (b ¼ 0.021, p ¼ 0.07), but not after
adjustments. TH‐BMC and TH‐AREA were associated with BW in
univariate (b ¼ 1.79 and b ¼ 1.10, p < 0.001 and p ¼ 0.001,
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respectively), but not multivariate analyses. Differences in BW
were not associated with any of the LS parameters. Intrapair
differences in BW were not associated with WB‐BMD in any
analyses, but intrapair differences in BW were associated with
WB‐BMC and WB‐AREA before (b ¼ 133.77 and b ¼ 103.96, both
p < 0.001) adjustments, and WB‐Area and intrapair differences in
BW were associated after adjustments (b ¼ 46.06, p ¼ 0.004)
(Table 4).
Similar results were found in twin pairs with a difference in BW
of <0.5 kg. Restricting the analyses to those twin pairs (128 twin
pairs; 86% of the twin pairs) in which both twins had provided
information on BW and agreed on BW provided identical results
(data not shown). Also, adjustment for scanner site did not
inﬂuence the results (data not shown).

Fracture history
A total of 20 (6.7%) individuals reported a fracture after the age of
50 years, and BW was highest in 10 of these (p > 0.1). Three (1.0%)
individuals had had a hip fracture after the age of 50 years (2 with
highest BW). Two participants reported a vertebral (0.7%) and
another 8 (2.7%) individuals reported a forearm fracture (1 and 4
with highest BW, respectively). In all, 30 (10.1%) individuals out of
the 295 reporting information on height loss had lost at least
4 cm since youth, and 18 of these individuals were among those
with the largest BW (p > 0.1).

Discussion
BMD tended to be higher in the twin with the largest BW;
however, bone mass was appropriate when dissimilarities in
body size were taken into consideration, suggesting that
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Table 2. Regression Analyses of Birth Weight and 25OHD, BTMs, and Bone Parameters

Height and weight
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Vitamin D
25OHD (mmol/L)
BTMs
P1NP (mg/L)
CTX (mg/L)
1CTP (mg/L)
Bone parameters
FN‐BMD (g/cm2)
FN‐BMC (g)
FN‐Area (cm2)
TH‐BMD (g/cm2)
TH‐BMC (g)
TH‐Area (cm2)
LS‐BMD (L1–L4) (g/cm2)
LS‐BMC (L1–L4) (g)
LS‐Area (L1–L4) (cm2)
WB‐BMD (g/cm2)
WB‐BMC (g)
WB‐Area (cm2)

Birth weight Model A b

p

Birth weight Model B b

p

7.1
6.7

<0.001
0.003

–0.94

>0.1

0.55

>0.1

4.77
0.03
–0.12

0.04
>0.1
>0.1

3.72
0.011
–0.10

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1

0.03
0.47
0.39
0.03
5.36
4.48
0.02
1.49
–2.43
0.05
349.13
200.21

>0.1
<0.001
<0.001
0.08
<0.001
<0.001
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.02
0.14
0.07
–0.01
0.69
1.04
–0.01
–5.32
–4.45
0.02
99.8
53.2

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
0.05
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
0.02
<0.001

Model A: birth weight. Model B: Model A þ height, weight, age, sex.
25OHD ¼ 25‐hydroxyvitamin D; BTM ¼ bone turnover marker; P1NP ¼ amino‐terminal propeptide of type I procollagen; CTX ¼ cross‐linked
C‐telopeptide; 1CTP ¼ pyridinoline cross‐linked carboxyterminal telopeptide of type I collagen; FN ¼ femoral neck; BMD ¼ bone mineral density;
BMC ¼ bone mineral content; TH ¼ total hip; LS ¼ lumbar spine; WB ¼ whole body.

differences in BW and adult bone mass and metabolism are
unrelated. BW‐discordant MZ twins provide an excellent
opportunity of investigating the impact of BW on aspects of
bone health in adulthood due to the possibility of controlling for
genetics and prenatal as well as postnatal, shared family, social,
and cultural environments. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst study to use the discordant‐twin approach to assess the
association between BW and bone parameters, BTMs, and
25OHD. Based on these results obtained from discordant twins,
low BW is unlikely to be an independent and clinically important
risk factor for osteoporosis later in life. Thus, although different
with regard to height and weight, BW‐discordant adult MZ twins
reveal no differences in BMI or bone status after adjustment for
body size.
In agreement with our study, BW and intrapair differences in
BW were associated with adult height in singletons(5,16) and
Dutch twins,(17) respectively. Furthermore, as previously reported,(4,5,18) BW and several bone parameters were associated
in our study when the participants were investigated as
single individuals. With the exception of WB‐Area, neither of
these associations remained after adjustments for adult body
size. The residual association between BW and adult bone area
could be explained by the fact that an imperfect proxy for adult
size was used in the regression models. Although we performed
a large number of statistical tests, adjustment for multiple testing
was not executed. Therefore, any positive ﬁnding should be
interpreted with caution.
Journal of Bone and Mineral Research

The BW‐discordant twins, including those that were extremely
BW‐discordant, differed with regard to adult height and weight.
Although the growth of an individual is likely to be reﬂected in
adult bone size, factors with direct effect on changes in bone size
during growth may also inﬂuence adult height. The present
study allows for evaluation of neither causality nor direction.
Nevertheless, although the twins with the largest BW were
slightly taller in adulthood compared to those with the lowest
BW, the difference in adult height is unlikely to reﬂect adult bone
metabolism.
Antoniades and colleagues(13) showed that the intrapair
difference in BW in female, unselected twins was associated
with bone mass, primarily mediated through skeletal size.
Although different methods were used for the recruitment of the
study populations, results from these studies appear similar.
Since size‐adjusted bone mass was comparable in BW discordant
MZ twins, we found no evidence of any fetal programming of
adult bone metabolism. Rather, it would appear that bone mass
was appropriate for body size. Furthermore, the absence of
differences in 25OHD or BTMs suggests that BW discordance
conveys no information on the metabolism of these important
bone‐related issues in adulthood.
Nevertheless, it has been suggested that inappropriate
intrauterine environment alters fetal development and causes
lasting changes in the physiology, predisposing to development
of several adverse health outcomes in adulthood, including
osteoporosis.(19,20) According to animal studies, maternal protein
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Table 3. Bone Markers, 25‐OHD, BTMs, and Bone Parameters in BW‐Discordant MZ Twins
MZ pairs (n ¼ 149)
Within‐pair differences
BW status
BMI (kg/m2)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Vitamin D
25OHD (nmol/L)
BTMs
P1NP (mg/L)
CTX (mg/L)
1CTP (mg/L)
Bone parameters
FN‐BMD (g/cm2)
FN‐BMC (g)
FN‐Area (cm2)
TH‐BMD (g/cm2)
TH‐BMC (g)
TH‐Area (cm2)
LS‐BMD (L1–L4) (g/cm2)
LS‐BMC (L1–L4) (g)
LS‐Area (L1–L4) (cm2)
WB‐BMD (g/cm2)
WB‐BMC (g)
WB‐Area (cm2)

Pairs with BW difference of >0.5 kg (n ¼ 45)

Mean (SD)

p

Mean (SD)

p

0.5 (3.5)
1.64 (2.6)
3.0 (10.5)

0.09
<0.001
<0.001

0.8 (3.4)
2.51 (3.1)
4.5 (9.8)

>0.1
<0.001
0.004

0.7 (30.4)

>0.1

–0.7 (36.0)

>0.1

–0.5 (21.0)
–0.02 (0.2)
–0.11 (1.8)

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1

–0.28 (27.3)
–0.04 (0.2)
–0.05 (1.4)

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1

0.01 (0.1)
0.14 (0.5)
0.09 (0.3)
0.01 (0.1)
1.04 (3.3)
0.57 (2.3)
0.01 (0.1)
1.71 (41.9)
0.50 (33.2)
0.005 (0.06)
76.8 (180.9)
56.9 (96.8)

0.10
<0.01
<0.01
0.05
<0.001
<0.01
0.08
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
<0.001
<0.001

0.00 (0.1)
0.07 (0.6)
0.07 (0.4)
<0.01 (0.1)
0.65 (3.3)
0.89 (2.6)
0.01 (0.1)
0.23 (40.2)
–1.69 (33.7)
<0.01
85.7 (185.2)
72.9 (122.5)

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
0.03
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
0.004
<0.001

Twin with the highest BW was compared to the co‐twin by use of Student’s t test (paired).
25OHD ¼ 25‐hydroxyvitamin D; BTM ¼ bone turnover marker; BW ¼ birth weight; MZ ¼ monozygotic; P1NP ¼ amino‐terminal propeptide of type I
procollagen; CTX ¼ cross‐linked C‐telopeptide; 1CTP ¼ pyridinoline cross‐linked carboxyterminal telopeptide of type I collagen; FN ¼ femoral neck;
BMD ¼ bone mineral density; BMC ¼ bone mineral content; TH ¼ total hip; LS ¼ lumbar spine; WB ¼ whole body.

restriction or feeding with high‐fat diet during pregnancy affect
skeletal structures and strength in the offspring.(21,22) Furthermore, a high‐fat diet during pregnancy reduced development of
osteoblasts due to epigenetic regulation(23) and changed the
expression of a number of genes that may inﬂuence bone
metabolism, including the leptin receptor and pro‐opiomelanocortin in the offspring.(24) Whether the epigenetic proﬁle
varies with different BW after control for genetics and
environment remains unanswered. Furthermore, studies in
humans have linked maternal magnesium and folate intake(3)
and vitamin D levels in late pregnancy(10) with bone health in
childhood. On the other hand, infants with 1‐alpha‐hydroxylase
deﬁciency, vitamin D receptor mutations, or inability to
synthesize vitamin D present normal skeletal phenotype at
birth, indicating that intrauterine bone development is normal
even in the absence of vitamin D.(25)
Our results do not exclude a causative link between prenatal
life and skeletal attainment and preservation in adulthood. We
solitarily investigated BW as a proxy for intrauterine life
conditions. However, accelerated weight gain and growth in
infancy have also been associated with several diseases,
including obesity(26) and hip fractures,(27) and abnormal growth
in early life may reﬂect aspects of fetal programming that is not
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captured by BW. Accordingly, it has been shown that low BW is
followed by metabolic changes in cases of rapid catch‐up
growth,(28) possibly due to leptin resistance.(29) Interestingly,
leptin may inﬂuence postnatal bone development directly
through osteoblasts or indirectly via r‐adrenergic tone in bone,
as reviewed by Devlin and Bouxsein.(30) Moreover, an unfavorable intrauterine environment could lead to epigenetic modulations, changing gene expression, and subsequently the risk of
development of disease in adulthood. BW and expression of
genes related to a number of metabolic functions were
associated in newborn MZ twins.(31) Furthermore, prenatal stress
has been associated with shorter telomere lengths in adulthood,(32) but it has also been suggested that early‐life factors
may cause mitochondrial dysfunction and by that increase the
risk of disease in later life.(33) Further studies on the interaction
between the effects of early‐life factors on epigenetic modulations, mitochondrial function, and telomere length and bone
health throughout are needed.
Causes of low BW may differ between twins and singletons.(34)
Nevertheless, when we investigated twins as single individuals,
we found associations between BW and bone parameters as
previously shown in studies based on singletons. Furthermore,
Andrew and colleagues(35) reported that height and BMD were
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Table 4. Fixed‐Effect Regression Analyses of Intrapair Differences in Birth Weight and 25OHD, BTMs, and Bone Parameters

Height and weight
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
Vitamin D
25OHD (mmol/L)
BTMs
P1NP (mg/L)
CTX (mg/L)
1CTP (mg/L)
Bone parameters
FN‐BMD (g/cm2)
FN‐BMC (g)
FN‐Area (cm2)
TH‐BMD (g/cm2)
TH‐BMC (g)
TH‐Area (cm2)
LS‐BMD (L1–L4) (g/cm2)
LS‐BMC (L1–L4) (g)
LS‐Area (L1–L4) (cm2)
WB‐BMD (g/cm2)
WB‐BMC (g)
WB‐Area (cm2)

Birth weight Model A b

p

Birth weight Model B b

p

3.23
5.49

<0.001
<0.001

1.84

>0.1

0.97

>0.1

–0.01
–0.04
–0.25

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1

3.80
–0.01
–0.31

>0.1
>0.1
>0.1

0.024
0.24
0.15
0.021
1.79
1.10
0.021
2.47
0.56
0.01
133.77
103.96

0.07
0.001
0.002
0.07
<0.001
0.001
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
<0.001
<0.001

0.019
0.18
0.11
0.01
0.78
0.56
0.010
1.72
1.67
0.01
53.33
46.06

>0.1
0.06
0.08
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
>0.1
0.08
0.004

Model A: birth weight; Model B: Model A þ height, weight, age, sex.
25OHD ¼ 25‐hydroxyvitamin D; BTM ¼ bone turnover marker; P1NP ¼ amino‐terminal propeptide of type I procollagen; CTX ¼ cross‐linked
C‐telopeptide; 1CTP ¼ pyridinoline cross‐linked carboxyterminal telopeptide of type I collagen; FN ¼ femoral neck; BMD ¼ bone mineral density;
BMC ¼ bone mineral content; TH ¼ total hip; LS ¼ lumbar spine; WB ¼ whole body.

similar in twins from the St. Thomas’ UK Twin Register and age‐
matched singletons, showing that twin status and height are
unrelated. Fracture rates in twins have not been compared to
single‐born individuals. Although the limited number of
participants in the present study clearly prevents us from any
interpretation of fracture risk, the present study and earlier
reports provide no support of any major difference in bone
health in terms of BMD and BTMs in twins and singletons,
suggesting that the conclusions drawn from this study are valid
in both groups. Conversely, whereas bone health of twins most
likely mirrors that of non‐twins, the same may not apply to
individuals born prematurely at very low or extremely low BW.
Compared to controls, BMD at age 22 years was lower after
correction for height in individuals born prematurely with a very
low BW (<1.5 kg).(36) Similarly, Smith and colleagues(37) reported
substantially lower height‐adjusted BMD in individuals born at
very low BW compared to controls at time of peak bone mass.
These results indicate that very low BW may have a detrimental
and clinically important impact on bone status in adulthood. Due
to the low number of individuals with a BW of less than 1.5 kg in
our study, we were unable to investigate whether extremely low
BW is particularly unfavorable to bone.
A number of concerns need to be addressed in our study. First,
biochemical tests were only performed once in each individual
and minor changes in bone metabolism may not have been
detected. Second, information on bone structure and strength
was not available because only DXA was performed. Third,
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because the study population consisted of BW‐discordant MZ
twins, one would anticipate higher levels of underlining
comorbidity which would contribute bias toward a signiﬁcant
difference in bone mass. Twenty twin‐pairs were not included
due to health‐related problems, indicating that twins in the
present study were healthier than those not included in the
study, possibly limiting the likelihood of detection of differences
in health status. Fourth, the present study was particularly
sensitive to erroneous classiﬁcation of BW discordance that
would deter us from assessing within‐pair difference in bone
mass in adulthood. In order to reduce the risk of misclassiﬁcation,
information on BW was based on midwives records or a public
register. However, the majority of the participants were in
agreement with regard to who was born with highest BW, and
analyses repeated in twin‐pairs who agreed on BW were similar
to those obtained in the complete study population. Finally, the
power of ﬁxed‐effects models is limited and, although a large
number of comparisons were performed, neither of the analyses
was adjusted for multiple testing. Therefore, the results should
be interpreted with caution.
The major strength of the study was the inclusion of a large
number of highly informative MZ twins and the ability of the
discordant‐twin design to control for both genetics and potential
effects of maternal and paternal behavior as well as gestational
age on the association between BW and bone mass.
In conclusion, BTMs and most bone parameters were similar in
adult, BW‐discordant MZ twins. Thus, based on our study, BW and
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bone metabolism after controlling for genetics, shared environment, and adult body size are unrelated. Low BW does not
appear to confer abnormalities on bone metabolism in later life
and is unlikely to contribute substantial risk to the development
of osteoporosis.
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